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CHANGE, PROCESS, AND TPE FUTISRE OF

COMMUNICATION THLOR'i'

Two trends are converging thnt will shape tine future of com:7unic.a-

t:on theory. One is "The .lew Narcissism," so called hy PeLer '1:1rin (9),

that great and growing medicine show that .peddlcs tho of totnl

fulfillment, the, tonic of personal perfection, that all purpose pre-

scription for getting-Ipurs-no-matter-what. The other is th..2 scien-

tific revolution that exchanges static models of reality for proce!-;

models, that swaps mechanistic models for organismic models, that f;,cu..s

on becoming rather than being.

The former is a cultural movement endemic to our time. ()ne may

take Marin's attitude toward the new narcissism, the cult of self

improvement, and view it as an informal conspiracy to dupe unsuspecting

and weak citizen. But there is a mon: serious view, that of Robert day

Lifton. He sees essentially the same complex of social .,.:11ents as

genuine efforts of cope.

Everywhere, men.and women band together to confront the per-
vasive sense Of "living deadness" emanating from holocaust,
undigested change, large technobtirc.nucracv ,an. bove all,
the image of the machine. They seek new forms of connection,
movement, and integrity around which to build new communities
for living and working (8, p. 138).

Thus in a time "of severe historical dislocation, those institution

and svmhols--whethec having to do with worhip, work,

ment, or pleasure--lose their power and psychological legitima,.y" (8,

p. 135). The complex of movements Marin calls the new unrci!-;!;i!-4m



}Afton sees as "The 1.iest for images
and symbols in mew combinntion,for what migbt be called communal

resymbolization" (8, p. 335).
in any case, nere is more. This compleY. of mover-,:ent=; is a

g:enerally well financed and attractively marketed school oi c mmunica-tion. It should and increasingly will attract the attention
communicaticm scholars, and we will learn much from it.

Go to your college bookstore or to any
paperback bookshop andthere you will see the magical

potions dil-dayed: TM, EST,
p-y_e_h!,,T

cybernetics, Assertiveness Training, TA, TA for lots, IA for Ti'OnS.PET, TET, LET, Dale Carnegie, Norman Vincent Peale, Arica, Pare Krishna,I'm dR, You're OK, Sun Myung Noon, Krishnamurti, Primal Scream, Gestalt,Martiage Enrichment, I Ain't Much Baby, P.ui. I'm All I've (ot. Ny es to
Myself, Rogers, Maslow, ad int initum. And each on, in its ol.!it wav,
teaches a way of relating

t , 0 tyle id communicating with, other
people. It would he a grave error for the profession to ignore this
development in the cultnre at large.

And I don't think we will ignore it. It in a ro!;ront,
to conditionsthat seem to be with us to stay.

These conditions are not infrequentlyreferred to in the literature of our fi.4-1d. Eer esanl, rmichner and
Kelly cite five Jactors that ".!-;et the stage for much ot the emotional
upheaval and anxiety characteristic of our society" (2, p.

These are: (I) the decline of religion during the ninctfenthand twentieth
centuries;15 (2) the traditional Vestern emph.p;i!iIon human rationalitv;16 (3) the apparent foilnre of scientifictechnology to solve human problems as well as the failure ofpeople to recognise the fallacy of such an c,,tation;17the rapid

development of a highly
technological and imperon;11mass-production society;18 and (5) the nature of trnditionalAmerican Xalues (2, pp. .2-W1-284).



3Professionals in the field of speech
communication will be forced to

seriously consider the new narcissi,;m. It is quickly
becoming the

accepted response to the anomie and malaise of our time. And it is a
response that is changing the fabric of

communication in our culture.
The latter trend "is a world view that provides a methodology

uniquely equipped to study the
techniques and assumptions of a move-

ment who se very core is change. Only a philosophical position that
affirms process as the central reality can provide an adequate under-
standing of a movement whose central goal is changing human beings.
Ne'arly five years ago Dnvid

II. Smith reminded the protession th;ir
--have changed, that the consensus of the scientific community is that

Newton, .1. B. Watson and Gerry Miller were all three
wrong, that there

is a better way to look at things than through Newtonian mechanics,
Watsonian SRs, and Millerian

predictionTand-manipulation (13). Smith
quoted Whitehead:

The how an actual entity lecomes
constitutes what timtactual entity is; so that the two descriptions of an actnalentity are not independent. Tts 'being' is constituted byits 'becoming.'

This is the prinuiple of process (13, p. IP)).And he quoted Berlo's application of Whitehead to communication theori.,:itw.A communication
theorist rejects the pof-;sibilitv that natureconsists of events or ingredient,1

that are separable Iron allother events. He argues chat you cannot talk about the begin-ning or the end of communication or say that a parti,.ularidea came from one specifie source, that
communication occursin only one way and so on (13, p. IV)).

But this is an unrealized ideal. Though most or ti,; have talked process,most of our research has remained as mechanistic
;):-; ever. With but a

few excep:.ions most published
research has failed to use the methodologi-

cal and analytical alternatives that Smith suggested as consistent witiia process
perspective.



For example, in the essay referred to abo-,:e by Ikchner and Kelly (2),they presented a view of
communicative competence and a set of instruc-

tural strategies for teaching
interpersonal communication competence.They quite adequately accounted for the new narcissism in terms of TI

quest for competence. But ironically they returned to a mechanistic,
input-output model far their system of instructional strategies. AndI do not expect them or anyone else to have done

otherwise at the time.No process theory for communication learning then existed. Even now
we have no theory for the

acquisltion and development of new communica-
tion behaviors that is consistent with a process view

-.7)t- reality.
What I would like to do in this paper is to outline such a theory.

That will
involve elaborating

a current model of
communication with someof my own research on the structure of personal change.

Herbert Richardson's
essay "Three Myths of Transcendence," althoughit is ostensibly

concerned with types of religious
experiences and

their associated feelings, presents three ways to conceptualize personalchange, three ways to think about how people transcend present and moveinto the future (11). First there is the myth of separ:ition ;Ind return.
Paradigmatic are the stories

of Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, ;Iti,!

Peter Pan. In religion, the parable of the prodigal
son coPles to mind,

and Richardson refers to "piot
a statuarv [in whichl tin . mother from

whose womb the Savior was born receives him back
again (into her hp

"womb")" (11, p. 107). The upshot of it all is that hero is a view
of Personal change that says I find my true identity,

happiness, mid
nurture by retarning to the place from whence I set out. That place,



5if I may elaborate on Richardson a-bit, may be a physical place, home,for example. "Tie a yellow
ribbon on the old oak tree."

It-may be
a psythological

place and take the form of a nagging nostalgia or a
yearning to return to that good ole time religion or to the political

e".

philosophy of the founding"fathers.

Richardson asserts that Western people's world views are informednot by a
separat.ion 5nd return myL11 but by the myth of:conflict and.

vindication. Hence the infatuation of American television with law
enforcement, from the westerns of the 50s and 60s to the cops and robbersof today, from the Lone Rang6r to Police Woman. And the "archetypalWestern stories are the bondage and exodus of Israel, the testing and
triumph of David, the crucifixion and

resurrection of Jesus, the
martyrdom and

glorification of the saints" (11, p. 109). From this
point of view I find my true identity,

happiness and nurture as
glapple with the enemy, struggle against staggering odds, or strive forever higher

goals7-and win. "flow the West was Von" is more than a
movie title.

ft circumscribes a culture-wide view of change, personaiand corporate. It is a style that in general undergirds the conduct
of.foreign affairs, the operation of business, and the proliferationof Sport.

The movement of
conflict-and-vindication life is no longerthe cyclical death and rebirth, hunger and feeding, beinglost and Doing found. It is, rather, a linear history ofevents aimed at a future

goal, activated by a personaldecision,
social inter;-iction, and faithful endurance(11, p. 109).

But there is a third myth of change, the myth of integrity and
transformation. Although this myth is largely a hope of Richardson's



("hat is needed today, therefore, is a new transcendence
and identity

-m-ChPs the foundation of the
psychosocial order" (11, p. 111).), he

.) -

r
does cite one example that incorporates

fundamental alternatives to
the prior two myths. That is Arthur

Clarke's 2001: A Space Odyssey (3).His comparison with the odyssey of Ulysses is instructive.
The journeying of Ulysses takes him

. . . home. But theodyssey of the space-man takes him
. . . nowhere. The endof his seeking is neither a place

nor (given the infinityof space itself) is it a "conquest." That is, the end ofthe space man is not some "goal",in
terms of which he either"cyclically" or "linearly"

defines himself. It is, rather,his own
self-transcendence into a higher being, his spiritualrebirth, his

divinization (11, p. 111).

You may recall that, near the end of the story, when 1;owman's
space pod landed, it set.down in what looked like a plush American
hotel suite': It looked as though he had re.turned to where he'd startedfrom: until he flipped through the Washington? D. C. phone book only
to find blank

pages; until he noticed the books on the shelves wore
only book spines; until'he opened a number of otherwise

familiar looking
packages in the

refrigerator. He had "returned," hut only in quotationmarks.

At this point there is, to me, an obvious omission from Richardson'sessay. With the prior two myths of transcendence
or identity he had

associated a visual, geometrical image. The myth of
separation-and-

return he had dubbed cyclical and had strongly implied tha.t a circle
was an apt Metaphor.

The myth of
conflict-and-vindication w;is associated

with a straight
line, dubbed linear. But no such

geumetrical representa-.tion was suggested for the myth of
integritv-and-transformation.

want to suggest one and in so.doing elaborate on a lot.

8



7model. I want to suggest the helix and pick up an i;;nored (so far asI know) aspect of Dance's
helical model (4) of

communication and developit a bit further.
1

There are several
characteristics of a helix that

represent lx11;-it
think Richardson means by a myth of

integrity-and-transformation. First,with a circle, I may start at point A and go around to Point A again.
With a helix however, I mav start at point A and when 1 o round 360°
I am at point A' above or below point A. You can't go home again, or
at least, the home

2 I return to is not the
same as the home

1
I left.

Korzybski, Lee, Hayakawa, Haney. And Eliot:

We shall not cease from explorationAnd the end of all our exploringWill be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the first time (5, p. 59).

The second
characteristic of a helix that seems to be consistent

with the myth of
integrity-and-transformation is that the helix may

itself twist, turn and curve about as the developing
integrity of the'

person would dictate.
It need nut itself be linear.

Dance's helix seems to be linear, to be headed towards Cho Lop of
the page. This is the major point of difference

between Dance's helixand my
helix-attributed-to-Richardson. Otherwise, both convey the notionof process, both attest to the influence of the past on the present andthe present on the future, and both affirm that chan;:e or process is

as fundamental to psychic life as DNA is fundamental
to gt.notic life.

:That portion of Dance's essay I wmil to elaborate begins with his
assertion, "A helix can also, be used to represent

learning"(4, p.9q(,).In my opinion
that is the germ of a theory of the acquisition and

9



development'. of new communication
behaviors. However. Dance's applicationis to curriculum

development and to the ontogenv and phvlogeny of set.-ch
communication. In contrast, I wart to apply the helix to learning by
focusing on the

individual and his or her
personal heli.Y. and by Tocusin

on development in a very short term sense. This I have done before,
and I would like to present those results here and then show how they
serve to elaborate

Dance's helix and how Dance's
helix helps me to

understand my results. The progeny of this
consummation is in my opinion

the beginnings of a process oriented theory of the
acquisition and

development of new communication
behaviors.

The
personal-helix-in-the-short-term that i have dealt with beforeis the experience of Helen Keller at the well (6) . Her experience

of Jearning the linguistic
relationships between letters and words

and between words and things is in my opinion the archetype of experi-
enc.es that result in a person's

growth and developme nt as a communicator.
The problem is how to

conceptualize this experience thnt seems to
be at the heart of the

acquisition and development of"new communication
behaviors?' My answer is-to do a structural analysis of the exprience.
I take my cue. from Paul

Rieoeur who argues that, if humu behavior is
enough like literary texts (and he argues coTvently that it is) , thenthe same interpretive procedures can be used for human behavior a4
are used to Understand texts (.14). The specific

interpretive procedurehe has in mind is structural analysis.

The best way to describe what T mean by a structural
analysi!; is

to present an example. Below is Levi-Strauss' study of the Oedipus

iO



7.1yth (,0). The-tabular display results 'rom the sar.ie

ing for "sam.es and differen:s" used by a strueturTi7: linK.uist in searchof the phonemes of a language.
nat Le%-i-Strauss 11:s done is to par-

tition the Oedipus story into its major episodes. Then he has placed
similar episodes, or episodes that are funetiona

equivalents, in the
same columns.

The rews-and-eolu:,:ns
arrangement, if read top to ottomand left to right preserves the sequence of episodes

while at the !-;dIne
time presenting

a typology of episodes in the i:olurms.

Cadmos seeks
his sister
Europa,

ravished by
Zeus

The Spartoi kill
one another

Oedipus kills
father,

Laios

Oedipus marries
his mother,
Jocasta

Yteocles kills
his brother,
Polynices

Antiftone buries
her brother,
Polynices,. despite
prohibition

Cadmos kills
the dragon

Oedipu kills
the Sphinx

Labdoacos (La ios
fat ne r) = lame (?)

ios (Oed i pus
father) --- left-
s ided (7 )

Oedipus = swolln-

l;lgure 1.

Levi-Strauss' structural analysis of the Oedipus mytli (7, p.



Le-.-i-Strauss
7erfor7ed ":_wo

in rc,ws) ancl
artic1-7,1:icn (:arrz-,:r.4ent in :

.

analoy it is as if" each
coll,:mn were a

in
the column were an alloDhone.

exTlainF

the -columns:

:.:ere we to tell the myth, we weuld d[sred
,

and read the rows fr,,m left to ri4!it and fr,,7
.

Coc if we want to understand the myth, then w, fl]disregard one7'half of the diachronic dimension (Ler tobottom) and read from left to column to col=one being considered as a unit (7, p. 214).

Ricoeur refers to the telling of the myth a;
e

semantics whereas
the understandim.; of the myth

uu,lertandinf
the "meanings" of the columns)

yields a depth
se7:antic--;

This latter is the goal of structural analysis, according to
Barthes, "to reconstruct an 'object' in such a way as to manifest
thereby the rules of functioning . . . of this object (1, p. 1!,Q).
What one has then as a result of structural analvsi, "i!-; therefore
actually a simulacrum of the object, hut a dirocted,

;.utorostcd
simulacrum, since the imitated object makes something appear which
remained invisible, or if one prefers,

unintelligible in the natural
object (1, p. 149).

Let us turn now to Helen Keller's experience at the woll.
handed out mimeographed copies to my

interpersonal communication ci:1s
in the spring, 1976. I asked Chem simply to road it, then on thy Lack\ 1 i1_st in order what Helen experienced. 7 then led a class discuion
on the experience

and started the discussion by asking whilt she experi-
enced first. When there was consensus I moved on to what she

experienced



11
next, aud so on. The following is the class

consensus regarding the
order of Helen's

experien,
lot previously analyzed it mvolf.

1.

2. anticipation, expectation

3, warmth, security

4. frustration, misunderstanding

revelatIon

6. joy, wonder

7. validat-ion, affirmation

Figure 2.

Class consensus on the order of Helen's
experiences.

MbeCher you agree (try it yourself!) is not si) importnnt at this
.point; Rather what.. is important is that it can be fione at all. Helens
insight having

experience,can be analyzed as to fts orfier of sequence.. .A zurface .semantics can be developed.
But further, a depth semantics

can be developed.
In Levi-Strauss

fashion, here is what." came up.with.:

_alone 2. anticipation

4. frustration

5, warmth

6. joy

7. 'vall'dation

Figur 3,

Structural analysis of fielen Keller's experience.

5. revelation



\ 12
My, inteiltion was to arrange the columns as clusters of similaritiesor functional

equivalents. In the same way a linguisti'c
field worker

unrelcased
aspiratcd

might find that, in final
position, rn and lp .

I al-e
taken to be "the same" by, Englisb

A'rs, I found,
playiftg the r/ole

of my own informant, that [alone]
tlrustration] were fuoctionalj

equiValents. I would label the first column /Alienation/, Column two
! /SecurAty/, and column three /Insight/.

Assuming the Helen Keller
experience to be paradigmatic, what does

this structural analysis tell us about
experiences that result in the.

acquisition -and development of new communication
behaviors? What Oepth

semantics of the
experience does it yield? Three 'things I believe.

First, the
reconstruction of p6rsonal reality may he facilitated by

the presence of both Alienation and Security in a person's
experiencing.All of either

experience will not yield
reconstruction; rather, the

tension between the two PrecipitatdS .change.

Both Alienation and Security exist in nearly pure forms in many
educational institutions. ,A not uncommon teaching style is one in
which the "distante II

between teacher and student is great, teacher
remarks are intended to prod students into learning by insulting them

otllerwise.putting them down, and the teacher
takes-pride jn 'being

hardnosed. On the other hand it is not unusual td find a suffocating,
syrupy, 2humanistic .style in which the teacher knocks him- or herself
dut to be the student's buddy, in whiCh

'negative feedback is prohibited,
and in which the teacher takes pride in being sensitive. The'above
analysis suggests that a 'steady diet.of

either Alienation or Security
'will not

fAcilitate.students! experiencing insight.



13
'Second, there may be a pendulum

effect in a person's
preparation

for insight. Look back at Figure 3. If columns and 2 are labeled
(-) and (+).

respectively, then taking the stages preceding "revelation"in sequence we have: -, +, +,
Preparation for insight: mayThe ofa certain sort may include an alternation

between .Alienation and
Security bi-

occurs. Like climbing a styep grade, Lhe
,path seems at times to lead away from the peak, at times

si2raight.on..
:The third thing this structural analysis may indicate about the

insight .having
experience also

concerns preparation. A sLudent, must
somehow be "ready"

to learn, ready to have personal
and theoretical

insights into his or her own communication and that of others. This
analysis suggests .that a part of that

readiness- is a certain level 0.
alienation. No matter what is our

intervention role, teaching or con-
sulting, or being, a parent or counselor

or whatever, uur client.s, the
recipients of our intervention

efforts, must sense a need for what wecan do. _We must Co sote extent be answering the questions they are
asking out of their need or alienation. ,

Now return to the helix and let's use the Helen
Keller results

to doctor it a bit.
Arbitrarily find a point on the helix- and label

-it'Alienation, then drop a line from that point to the "beginning"
of the helix, and extend Lhe line upward also. One hundred cl,i.ghty
degrees from the Alienation point mark a Security point and repent
the plotting of the,line. If you start. with Dance''s model you'll
get sOmething like the following figure.

15
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Figure 3.

Structural-Belica! Model of Commurticat ion Deve-lopment

1 4

here are several
i-Iferences one may draw frm-the res'ulting

fi
,:inferences that go beyond the structural analysis alone-or thehe:. 1 model alone.

Together these inferences suggest the outlinesof a process theory of the acquisftion and development of new communication

16



15
behaviors. The development of such .a theory is

indicative of the
future of communication theory: Process oriented and focused on the
question of how people change

communicatively.

First there is the Obliqueness Principle. Take the upward move-
ment of the helix

to represent one's growth in understanding uf communi-
cation and one's

'mplementing that understanding in the form of new
hehaviors. nen one moves in that ditection only indirectly. The
helix coils about its own center hut is not that tenter: That center,
the moving point about which the radius of the helix switis,, mark.; out
the linection of movement. That center may move only

I tos toward
grc ' 1 nd :elopmen: while I may travel miles about

center and
(ir 1y nearly or:hogonal to 'the Airect_i,a of move. lt.

.':ovak has made the same itt L, quit dif lurk ly.
Yu

a man Le liberty; he imself must dria, Thusdi .YP- nt [or insight]
.is taught by

a.sort.of indirection.is .loached by way of. negatives.
"The trot is not x,o v Aot z; look

oVer here, then; not a, not b. not oncenot m, not n, not o." The bright ,nd man,.,, catch on; the dull or the unwilling ne.yer see.Imment makes the difference.37 But in order h) sensiti'eL--) that critical point, it h-; ne('essary to --.edneeAt-ntion away from rules ;v A regulations,
andtort's, general principles irectives.to diseern that the crit.c point is diScer73).

t

liqueness Principle sugge =; that, xsrhether
result. of

incide: e experiences or as a result of formal educat.
experiencys. one or no thing con Lone: me how to

communicilto--
,directly. events am: people..can do affect mv helical

movement.
Therefor T want to knew why I have changed communi 'atively, or if
as a reseathk

, i want to know why
people-in-general change communr-at ively,



1 6
the last place I should focus

my attention is on those communication
understandings and skills per se.

The second principle I see in the
structural-helical model of

communication development is the Exchange Principle. I Tay for what
I get. The legal tender is alienation. For every new security gained,
I pay what the market will bear in alienation, estrangement, loneli-
.ness, For every new movement-toward insight a price is eactcd: I

get what I pay for. For every 360/degrees
I travel on my helix, from

security to security, I pass CO--Alienation--and instead of collecting
$2.00, I am the one who pays.:..

This affects my expectations. Not only can I no longer expect
someone to teach me how to communicate, no longer can I expect it to
'be easy.

Ekperience, whether incidental
orformal7educational, that

leaves me unscathed, unruffled, safe and secure has not moved me
about my helix.

In the economy of communi,Cation
development, I must give, ev'en give

up something, in order to get. That brings me to the third principle
of communication

developMent that I see in the
structural-helical model.

That is the Principle of Dying. As l'swing about the helix, not only
do I pay for

new securities and 'insights with repeated alienations,
pdy by. leavingwherc I am for a place I am not. In ordcr to move toc
new level of understanding I must leave the security and familiarity'

of my present level of understanding. My old identity dies'as a new
identity is born. It is well said;,,hy Robert Jay Lifton:

Ultimatelygenuine transformation requires that we "experience"our 'annihilation in order to prevent it, . . . cverycant step in human existence involves sOme inner sense ofdeath (8, p. 149).



1 7
So the cycle o Alienation and Security can also he viewed as a cycle
of'death and hi.Lh.

What will I_Le future of
communication theory he like? It will be

'more process oriented than it is today.
Static models of reality

gpie way to process models. .PQrtly because of this and nrtly bec
it is ;k11 infatuation of our culture, communiction
and more concern itself with:the question. of chanye, e.g., how lloplc

,!change commuJicatively. .Usingsome basic toots of
,;tructuralfsm and

LQ year old
Communicltion model,,1 have presented a primitive prototype

a ProceFo-; oriented Lheory of the
acquisition and (1( .elopment ot OW

(,)mmunication hehavior.T. The theory revotves aboUt t,ee principles:
the Obliqueness

Principle, the Principle of Exchany.e, and. the Principleof Dying. Mv hope is that this essay will generat,
a dialOgue that will

longthen thc dills of that revolution.
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